
S MATERIALS

The lead test assembly (LTA) materials were selected so that the properties satisfy the functional 
requirements and compatibility requirements of the other reactor components, reactor coolant, 
emergency core cooling fluids, fuel pool components, and fuel pool cooling systems. Chapter 5 
of the Department of Energy (DOE) report addresses materials specifications (Section 5.1), 
materials properties (Section 5.2), materials performance (Section 5.3), and nondestructive 
examination (Section 5.4).  

5.1 Materials Specifications 

In Section 5.1 of its report, DOE states that the LTA is constructed of materials that have been 
chosen for their ability to perform successfully considering results from in-reactor and ex-reactor 
test programs, and for their compatibility with the other internal reactor components, fuel 
assemblies, the reactor coolant system, fuel pool components, and fuel pool cooling systems.  
The LTA hold-down assembly is a Westinghouse component used in burnable poison rod 
assemblies (BPRAs) and is, therefore, not unique to the LTA. The materials of the tritium 
producing burnable absorber rod (TPBAR) have been selected to reflect design characteristics 
suitable for the production and retention of tritium. Earlier tritium target rod designs were 
irradiated in the Advanced Test Reactor. On the basis of experience with those designs, material 
requirements for the tritium-producing rods have continued to evolve. DOE states that numerous 
improved design features and materials have been incorporated into the TPBAR to ensure that 
the functional requirements will be met.  

DOE states that quality standards for material selection, fabrication, handling, storage, and 
inspection are specified to ensure that important functions are maintained. To verify that 
materials are in compliance with specifications, materials and components are subjected to 
quality inspections by the vendor and by Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL). The 
venders prepare certified material test reports (CMTIR) for all TPBAR components.  

DOE presents information based on results from in-reactor and ex-reactor lest programs, and for 
the materials' compatibility with the other reactor internal components, fuel assemblies, the 
reactor coolant system, fuel pool components, and the fuel pool cooling system. This 
information offers reasonable assurance that th maerials chosen for this program will perform 
successfully in the TPBAR. The staff notes that some changes may be required in the quality 
standards, as mentioned in the discussions on Section 2 of this safety evaluation. DOE must 
evaluate the effects of thermal cycling, particularly on the cladding and cladding coating as noted 
by the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) (discussed later in this section).  
Finally, consideration needs to be given to metal-metal and intermetallic interactions during 
design-basis accidents, also as suggested by the ACRS.
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53 jMateriab Properties 

The properties of TPBAR materials ae given in the Materials Property Handbook (MPH). The 
properties indexed in the MPH are listed in Table 5-2 of the DOE report. The MPH was used for 
the design and analysis of the TPBAR cladding, and component dimensions were specified to 
prevent interactions caused by thermal expansion, irradiation growth, and swelling. The 
cladding and components were designed to prevent excessive changes in dimensions that could 
lead to degradation. The design is described in Chapter 2 of DOE's report.  

As discussed in Section 2 of this safety evaluation, DOE has presented sufficient information to 
give reasonable assurance that there will be no adverse interactions caused by thernal expansion, 
irradiation growth, and swelling. Further evidence of no adverse interactions comes from 
operting experience with austenitic stainless steel fuel cladding at Northeast Utilities' Haddam 
Neck plant, Southern California Edison's San Onofre Unit 1, Consumers Power Company's Big 
Rock Point plant, and Dairyland Power Cooperative's La Crosse plant.  

53 Materials Performance 

In Section 5.3 of its report, DOE addresses the materials performance aspects of TPBAR design.  
The key materials that enable a TPBAR to generate and store tritium are: (1) permeation-resistant 
Type 316 stainless steel (316 SS) barrier-coated cladding and end plugs, (2) oxidation-resistant 
nickel-plated Zircaloy-4 getters, (3) lithium aluminate absorber pellets, and (4) Zircaloy-4 liner.  
Other materials are the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) 302 stainless steel 
(302 SS) spring and helium gas. The opportunity for material degradation of the TPBAR is 
limited by the in-core residence period of one fuel cycle.  

5.3.1 Cladding and End Plng Material 

The TPBAR design has evolved from years of operating experience at a number of reactors. 316 
SS has been the material historically used for tritium target cladding. Processes for permeation 
barrier application were developed using 316 SS cladding. Sufficient experimental and 
performance data for barrier-coated tubing using other materials are nut available. 316 SS with 
20-percent cold-worked(CW) was specified to establish adequate strength while staying within 
the experience base established for 300-series SS.  

A 20-percent CW 316 SS was specified for all TPBAR components tha.t form the pressure 
boundary (cladding and end plugs) with the reactor coolant. Tubing used for fabrication of the 
TPBAR is seamless (non-weldd). When compared with 304 SS, which has been extensively 
used in pressurized-water reactors (PWRs) for BPRA cladding and fuel cladding, 316 SS exhibits 
better general corrosion resistance and better rsistance to pitting corrosion, higher resistance to 
trnsgranular stress corrosion cracking (TOSCC) and to intergranular stress corrosion cracking
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(IOSCC) in aggressive environments, and greater strength and resistance to creep. Figure 5-1 of 
the DOE report shows that the allowable stress for the ASTM A 771 316 SS between 100 (38 
°C) and 850 OF (454 °C) is much higher than the allowable stress for 304 SS.  

The most commonly used austenitic stainless steel in the nuclear industry is 304 SS. This 
material has a nominal composition of 19-percent chromium, 9-percent nizkel, 1-percent 
manganese, and up to 0.08-percent carbon. This material is used for cladding in dummy fuel 
pins that shield reactor vessel walls from radiation damage, for active fuel pins, for reactor vessel 
cladding, for primary coolant system piping and valves, and as fuel cladding in four domestic 
PWRs. A significant increase in corrosion resistance is achieved by using 316 SS instead of 304 
SS. Type 316 SS has a nominal composition of 17-percent chromium, 12-percent nickel, 2.5
percent molybdenum, 1-percent manganese, and up to 0.08-percent carbon. The molybdenum 
addition gives the 316 SS improved corrosion resistance and also provides higher creep, stress
to-rupture, and tensile strength at elevated temperatures. Type 316 SS has been used in nuclear 
piping, pumps, valves, and previous tritium target cladding.  

CooelU/316 SS CoeipsdtlUy 

Section 5.3.1.1 of the DOE report states that 316 SS is compatible with the reactor system 
primary coolant. Experience in operating PWR and boiling-water reactor (BWR) plants with 
stainless steel cladding of fuel rods, control rods, and structural components (e.g., end-plate 
castings and support grids) confirms that uniform corrosion of stainless steel is negligible; less 
than 0.0001 in. per year (2.5 pm per year). DOE states that the cladding wastage in a 
commercial light-water reactor (CLWR) caused by uniform corrosion of the TPBAR external 
surface during 550 effective full power days (EFPDs) is less than 0.0003 in. (7.6 pm).  

DOE has presented sufficient calculational results, test results, and operating experience to 
adequately assure that the corrosion rate of the TPBAR components will be negligible and that 
the TPBAR components are compatible with the primary coolant. Furthermore, there is 
considerable operational experience in commercial reactor coolant systems with austenitic 
stainless steel to give assurance that these steels are compatible with the primary coolant.  

As discussed in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.6 of this safety evaluation, the staff has asked DOE to 
provide additional information concerning the effect of thermal cycling on TPBAR components 
and metal-metal and intermetallic interactions during a design basis accident. This information 
must be included as part of the Tennessee Valley Authority's (TVA's) application for an 
amendment to the facility operating license for Watts Bar.  

Stss Corresi Cracking 

Section 5.3.1.2 of the DOE report states that stress corrosion cracking (SCC) in 300-series 
stainless steel requires: (1) thermal sensitization or irradiation-induced susceptibility, (2) high
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tresses (nar or above the yield stress), and (3) an aggressive environment (e.g., reactive species 
such as oxygea, chlorid, and/or fluoride in an aqueous medium at concenttis much higher 
than typical levels in PWR coolant; typical levels are less than 5 ppb oxygen, less than 50 ppb 
chloride, and less than 50 ppb fluoride). Each of these factors is described below.  

* Materials Susceptibility 

Thermal trtmets in the temperature range of 800 F (425 *C) to 1500 *F (815'C) have 
the potential to sensitize 304 or 316 SS. The process of applying an aluminide coating to 
the internal surface of TPBAR cladding requires temperatues within this range.  
Therefore TPBAR cladding may be thermally sensitized, depending on the actual carbon 
content of the 316 SS and the time that the 316 SS is held in the sensitizing temperatur 
range.  

Irradiation of 300-series SS to neutron fluences greater than 1 to 2 x IOn n/cma (E less 
than 1 MeV) may decrease chromium (Cr) concentrations at grain boundaries by 
promoting Cr diffusion away from the grain boundary region, thereby increasing the 
susceptibility to SCC. The peak neuron flucnce expected for the TPBAR cladding is 
approximately 5 x 102 n/cm 2 (E less than 1 MeV). Therefore, TPBAR cladding may be 
subject to some reduction in grain boundary Cr during irradiation, resulting in irradiation
induced susceptibility to SCC. However, the PWR environment would not cause SCC.  

* Stress 

The TPBAR design inner pressure limit of 3000 psia (20.7 MPa) is approximately 750 
psi (5.2 MPa) above the reactor system external pressure of 2250 psia (15.5 MPa).  
Therefore, the tensile hoop stresses from internal pressuriation remain very low 
throughout the period of irradiation. Material consideratios related to design-basis 
accidents are discussed in Section 2.2.1 of this safety evaluation. Inadiation-induced 
swelling of the pellets and irradiation growth of the getters are insufficient to stress the 
cladding. The absorber pellets remain intact during irradiation. Absorber pellets 
generally do not fracture, but if a pellet fractured, localized stresses in the cladding from 
interacion of the cladding with pellet fagments would be prevented by the intervention 
of the getter, which confines the absorber pellet material. The thin walls of the absorber 
pellets, nominally 0.040 in. (1 mm), will prevent mechanical damage from interaction 
between pets and cladding, such as could result from fracturing of solid absorber 
pellets or fuel. The stress in the TPBAR is insufficient to cause or propagate SCC.  

* Environment 

DOE states that the xternal operating environment for the TPBAR during irradiation will 
be standard PWR coolant maintained within Technical Specification chemistry limits for
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oxygen and reactive compounds. Austenitic stainless steel is not considered susceptible 
to attack in this environment. Severely sensitized stainless steels do not undergo any 
intergranlar attack in Westinghouse PWR coolant environments. Issues such as boiling, 
crevices, highly borated solutions, and stagnant flow, which can result in more severe 
environmental conditions, are not present in the TPBAR operating environment.  

DOE states that, during reactor shutdown and cooldown, the TPBAR cladding is not 
,a blte to SCC because the temperature is below 200 : (93 "C) and the stresses are 

low. x n with SSclad spent nuclear fuel at temperatures below 200 F (93 *C) has shown that fo storage periods up to 25 years, there as no measurable degradation of stainless steel cladding m pool water typical of PWR spent fuel pools.  
Although the TPBAR material may become sensitized or susceptible, SCC is not 
anticipated because a TPBAR has very low tension stress and the reactor coolant 
chemistry control program ensures a non-aggressive environment.  

The staffconcludes that DOE has presented analyses and operating experience to give adequate 
assurance tha the stainless steel components will be resistant to SCC in PWR environments, 
paticularly since they are only required to survive one operating cycle. It is unlikely that the 
stainless steel components would fail in one operating cycle even if they were highly susceptible 
and in a higher oxygen environment. Operating experience in commercial nuclear reactors lends 
support to this conclusion.  

The ACRS raised several issues at the March 7,1997, presentation by DOE. The issues are that 
DOE's report does not address the effects of thermal cycling during postulated design-basis 
accidents (DBAs) on the materials, particularly on the cladding and the aluminide barrier. Also, 
DOE has not discussed whether any metal-metal or intermetallic interactions that could result in 
the devlopment of brittle microstructures will occur during postulated DBAs. Discussion is also 
needed on temperatur limits for metal-metal and intermetallic interctions and the failure 
mechanism as a result of these interactions. The staff concludes that information on these issues 
will have to be evaluated before it can reach a conclusion on the acceptability of irradiating 
LTAs containing TPBARs in any facility licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. DOE 
has agreed to investigate these issues and to give the findings of their investigation to ACRS and 
the staff.  

frct of1 rw*r Cmtiq on ClaidW Perform ce 

Section 5.3.1.3 of the DOE report states that the strength of the barrier- coated cladding is 
adequate to prevent buckling of the cladding at the beginning of life (BOL) before a TPBAR 
has generated sufficient internal pressure to support the external coolant pressure.  

The staff concludes that, as discussed previously in Section 2 of this safety evaluation, DOE has 
presented analyses and test data to give reasonable assurance that the cladding will not buckle 
beforp internal pressure develops.
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Furthermore, the experience with stainless steel cladding at Palisades in dummy fuel pins and at 
Haddam Neck, Big Rock Point, San Onofre Unit 1, and La Crosse indicates that the cladding will 
not buckle.  

RIasn of Cladag Brit Tests 

Section 5.3.1.4 of the DOE report states that cladding burst tests were conducted to support 
evaluation of cladding performance under DBAs. The test results shown in Figure 5-2 of the 
DOE report indicate that the burst stresses and temperatures for uncoated 20-percent cold
worked (CW) tubing and for coated cladding are indistinguishable. Therefore, burst tests 
conducted on 20-percent CW tubing (or on -treated addin that simulates the coating 
process) are applicable to barrier-coated cladding used in TPBARs.  
DOE states that, for the operating design pressure of 3000 psia (20.7 MPa), the hoop stress at 
1500 F (815 "C) is 43,800 psi (302 MPa). These pressure-temperature conditions approach the 
cladding breach curve presented in Figure 5-2 of the DOE report. These results indicate that 
1500 F is a threshold temperature for burst of TPBAR cladding. In all of these burst tests, the 
cladding strain exceeded 6 percent, considerably in excess of the 1-percent minimum strain 
design criterion to ensure adequate cladding ductility.  

DOE's experimental burst test data indicate that the limiting temperature before the cladding will 
burst is in the vicinity of 1500 F. These results indicate that the cladding would burst during a 
design-basis large-break loss-of-coolant accident (LBLOCA). The consequences of a burst of 
the cladding are discussed in Section 6.3.3 of this safety evaluation.  

Weld Quul#ictioe 

Section 5.3.1.5 of the DOE report states that the internal contents are contained by plugs that are 
welded to each end of the TPBAR cladding. DOE states that welding forms a sound 
metallurgical and structural joint between the end plug and the stainless steel cladding, and wold 
preparation of the cladding involves removing the aluminide barrier in the weld region to avoid 
alloying the weldment with aluminum. The welding procedure specifies the requirements for 
welding operator qualification and the welding process parameters to produce weldments that 
meet specifications. Weldment quality is tested in accordance with (1) American Society for 
Testing and Materials Standard E2 (ASTM E2) for metallographic examination, (2) American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) requirements for helium leak testing, (3) internal 
PNNL specifications, and (4) radiographic examination.  

DOE states that the TPBAR end plugs are attached to the cladding by means of an autogenic (no 
filler metal added) weld process; therefore, DOE finds that the conditions of Regulatory Guide 
1.31 do not apply.  

On the basis of the information in the DOE report, the staff concludes that the weld qualification 
procedure for TPBARs is deficient. Since the TPBAR is considered safety- related, the welder
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qualifiction and weld process specification must conform to the requirements of Section IX of 
the ASME Code, as wl as to additional requirements of the construction code, owners 
pecifications, and the additional requirements for special processes of NQA- and the 

Westinghouse quality assurance (QA) program. The DOE report does not address which 
construction code will be used for welder qualification and weld process specifications. ASTM 
E2 is no longer an approved standard; it was replaced in 1982 by ASTM E883. ASTM E883 
describes how to conduct metallographic examinations, and its use for examining these welds 
needs to be described in more detail. Therefore, TVA must supplement the welding procedure 
described in Section 5.3.1.5 of the DOE report to address these concerns before the staff can 
conclude that TPBAR LTA irradiation in the Watts Bar reactor is acceptable.  

Ilydrin Isaoope Perwme nda 

In Section 5.3.1.6 of its report. DOE states that the inner surface of the cladding is aluminized to 
limit the permeation of tritium through the cladding into the reactor coolant and the permeation 
of hydrogen from the coolant into the TPBAR. This is achieved by applying an aluminumized 
baiier on the inner surface of the cladding.  

DOE's conclusion that the use of an aluminized barrier to limit the permeation of tritium through 
the cladding is based on its on prior experience with this coating in DOE reactors.  

M WlerisL Comledty 

Section 5.3.1.7 of the DOE report states that the TPBAR materials do not interact chemically 
below their melting temperatures indicated in the MPH. DOE further states that (1) the stainless 
steel cladding provides structural strength to withstand reactor irradiation, flow, pressure, and 
temperature conditions, and (2) in-reactor and ex-reactor test results indicate that the aluminide 
barrier will not peel or blister.  

Should a TPBAR become water-logged from a cladding breach (an abnormal event), DOE states 
that aluminum, chlorine, suspended solids, tritium, and helium would be released when the 
aluminide barrier on the inner surface of the cladding dissolves. A very small quantity of nickel 
contained in the getter will dissolve when it is exposed to reactor coolant. DOE states that for 
simultaneous breach of 32 TPBARS, the maximum concentrations released to the reactor coolant 
are predicted to occur between 200 and 300 hours following the breach; and the maximum 
contributios are orders of magnitude below the reactor coolant system (RCS) chemistry limits.  
Therefore, cladding breach of 32 TPBARs would not affect the chemistry of the reactor coolant.  
The effects of tritium release to the reactor coolant are assessed in Chapter 6 of the DOE report.  

The staffconcludes that DOE has provided sufficient analyses and ex-reactor and in-reactor data 
to give reasonable assurance that the TPBAR materials are compat:ble with RCS coolant for one 
operating cycle.
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5.3.2 Peaibs 

The TPBAR's main internal submembhies, shown in Figure 2-2 of the DOE report, a a stack of 
ubaompents, referred to as "pencils." The cylindrical getrs serve as the outer structure for 

the pencils. The pencils ae coined on the ends to confine the absorber pellets, but are not 
hermetically sealed.  

5.3.3 Absorber Pllets 

Within each pencil is a stack of right-cylindrical, high-density, annular, lithium aluminae 
(LiAI0A) absorber pellets enriched with Li. The concentration of *Li is 25 to 33 percent, but 
higher or lower concentrations of 'Li can be accommodaed DOE ates that the physical 
poperties of absorber pellets we insensitive to the 'Li content The absorber pellets ae ceramic 
and have a melting point of 3182 OF (1750 C), a temperature that is not expected to be reached 
during normal operating or DBA conditions.  

Aberbr PWe Mechwncw Properties 

In Section 5.3.3.1 of its report, DOE states that strength, density, irradiation, swelling, and gas 
release afict the mechanical perfomnance of pellets. The absorber pellets ae resistant to thermal 
shock. Thermal shocking of the pellets by rapid increase fom ambient tempeature to 1652 OF 
(900 C) within 2 minutes did not have an observale effect on mirostructure or strength. DOE 
states that te axial compressive fracture strength of absorber pellets is in the range of 80,000 psi 
(550 MPa) to 130,000 psi (900 MPa) at ambient temperatre, as indicated in Figurc 5-3 of the 
DOE report The increased fracture strength shown in Figure 5-3 for several pellets tested at 
1652 'F (900 *C) was caused by the onset of high- temperature plasticity.  

DOE states that pellets are capable of withstanding loads of 150 pounds per linear inch (26.8 
kg/cm) applied in the radial direction. The mechanical strength of the pellets supports the 
conclusion that they will withstand shipping and handling load requirements without sustaining 
damage.  

DOE has presented test data to provide reasonable assurance that the absorber pellets have 
sufficient strength and thermal shock resistance to survive an operating cycle and to survive 
shipping and handling load requiements without damage. DOE also submitted calculations that 
indicate that the melting temperature of the pellets will not be exceeded during normal operating 
and DBA conditions.
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AAe4W tAW Isfrlad hirfa anwemOr 

In Section 5.33.2 of its report, DOE stase the, shown n Table 5-1 of the DOE report, the 
orber pelletsevaluated by post-irradiation cmrino (PiEs) were inact er irradition to 

154 to 239 gs volume ratio (GVR). Only minor microcracking, negliible grain growth, and 
smanll (less than I pm) as-fabricated porosity was observed. Therefore, pellet dintegration, 
ma cracking, or rediribution is ot expected below the TPBAR peak design goal of 215 

VR. In Chapter 2 of its report, DOE discusses the GVR expected during in-core rsidnce.  

DOE states that gas retention aborber pellets depends on production rate and temperure.  
The absorber pellts release approximately 97 percent of the generated helium. During 
irradiation, the pellets retain some tritium, to the extent of 30 to 40 Ci per cc.  

DOE state that absorber pellets are insoluble and do not disintegrate in water. Therefore, in the 
event of a cladding breach, aborber pellets remain intact and lithium is not redistributed 

DOE submitted test data based on the observations of the pellets after irradiation. Tese data 
provide reasonable assurance that the absorber pellets will perform as intended.  

53.4 Getter 

DOE states that the pencils are enclosed by a getter tube of Zircaloy-4 plated with nickel. The 
getter maintains a low tritium partial pressure by absorbing tritium as it is released from the 
absorber pellets. The nickel protects the Zircaloy-4 from oxidation, thereby enhancing the 
absorption of tritium.  

s.3 User 

DOE staes that absorber pellets generally do not fragment, but, if fragments were generated, the 
Zircaloy-4 liner provides additional assurance that the fragments will be confined. The liner 
Auintions to control oxygen and moisture by reacting with TO and H20. Zircaloy-4 liners are 
insoluble in water and have no effect on the reactor coolant in the event of a cladding breach.  

SJA Phe.n SbmUb y sad Getter Disk 

As ilustrated in Figure 2-2 of the DOE report, the plenum subassembly contains a 302 SS spring 
enclosed by a getter tube. with an upper getter disk attached to the lower end of the getr tube.  
The plenum subassmbly is supported by the top pencil and prevents axial movement of the 
pencils during TPBAR shipping and handling. The spring is similar to springs in PWR fuel rods 
and BPRA. Bcause the weld aeas and e top and bottom end plugs ae not coated, the upper 

tter tube and getter disk and the lower getter disk maintain low tritium pressure at the 
extremi1es of the TPBAR DOE states that thes materials will not dissolve in water.
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5.7 LTA IeM-Dew Asmbly 

The hokldown ase*bly (shown in Figure 2-1 of the DOE report) is supplied by Westinghouse 
and nmet Westinghouse maerial specications.  

DOE submitted ufficient test data to offer reasonable asurance that the getters, liners, plenum 
Aubmembly and getter disk, and LTA hold-down assemblies will not be damaged by the 

primary coolant for one operating cycle, and that any fragmentation of the absorber pellets will 
be confined by the Zircaloy-4 liners.  

5.4 Nod nestrctive Exau ition 

DOE states that nodestructive examination (NDE) of tubular products and fittings must be 
suffcient to ensure that the critical characteistic of the matera meet specified cp e 
criteria. DOE inspects TPBAR materials and components for compliaace with specificaions.  
Potential inspecti ods re fe standard visual inspections to discrete and unique 
metodoQ e specific to ptilr characteristics of a component.  
DOE states that, although the internal compoents of each rod serve distinct functions for the 
producion of tritium, the reds cladding and end plugs form the pressure boundary between the 
TPBAR components and the reactor coolant system. The principal methods employed to 
eamine the TPBAR cladding and end plugs are ultrasonic, eddy current, radiography, and 
helium leak testing. DOE states that the cladding and end plugs are tested in onformance with 
applicable codes and standards. After the brier coting is applied NDEs are performed to 
vrif the acceptablity of the barrier coing in terms of such key paramet as the thickness 
integrity, and consistency. Table 5-5 of the DOE report notes the NDE techniques and 
applicable standards used during TPBAR fabrication. DOE also states that contaminatin of the 
TPBARs is minimized during assembly, and that testing performed before shipment confirms 

tthat e specifed cleanliness requirements are met.  

The staff oncludes that since the TPBAR is being classified a safety- related and is being 
produced to the criteria of Section HI of the ASME Code, the NDE techniques and applicabl 
standards should conform to the requirements of Section III, or an atertive to the requirement 
mus be submitted to the NRC for approval under Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, 
Section 50.55 (10 CFR 50.55a). Since DOE staes that the TPBARs are being designed to the 
1995 edition of the code, the staff concludes that the NDE techniques performed by PNNL ad 
by ubvendors should be qualified to the requirements of Section XI, Appendix VII or to an 
acceptable alehative proposed under 10 CFR 50.55a.  

5S5 ComeasImn 

The staff has reviewed the maerials used in the TPBAR and agree that they are adequate for the 
LTA. On the basis of experimental results ad operating experience in domestic nuclear power 
plants the staff nds th the maerials in the TPBAR will not be affected by the environment
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d will not be adversely affected during Conditions I to IV2, with the possible exception of 
thrmal cycling. Austeti stainess steel has been used for more than 100 operating years as a 
fel cladding with no advese reaction with the pimary coolant 

Te staff agrees that the cladding will fail duing an LBLOCA and that there may be metalmetal 
or intenetallic interactions during DBAs. The consequences ocladding failure would be 
im qmaential, as discussed in Section 6 of this safety evaluation.  

The staff identified potential deficiencies in the weld qualification program in terms of aderence 
to the requirements of Section IX of the ASME Code. Furthermore, the proposed nondestructive 
examination methods do not conform to the requirements of Section III of the ASME Code.  
Before tese methods can be used at Watts Bar, TVA must submit a relief request to the NRC in 
accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.55a.  

e'C mm I -ue q.um adi e nesoe umW. C..ds. U - hiu of n..e ..mm. Cos..M UI - .sW hs Ca. IV -IM" -e as
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6 OPERATIONAL IMPACTS OF LTAs

Chapter 6 of the Department of Energy (DOE) report addresses the operational impacts of 
triti-producing burnable absorber rod (TPBAR) lead test assemblies (LTAs) with respect to 
nomnal operations, refueling operations, off-normal events, and accidents. The main impact on 
nomal and abnormal operation is the leakage of tritium from the TPBARs. Even in normal 
operation with full integrity of the cladding and a pereation-resistant barrier, tritium cannot be 
completey contained because tritium diffuses through the TPBAR cladding material. The staff 
notes th the analyses presented are narrative in nature and no calculations are presented. The 

cename Tennsee Valley Authority (TVA), will have to determine whether the installation of 
the TPBAR LTAs into the Watts Bar reactor will affect normal and refueling operations or the 
accident aalyses described in Chapter 15 of the Watts Bar Final Safety Analysis Report 
(FSAR). The staff will review the potential impacts as part of its review of TVA's application 
for an amendment to the facility operating license for Watts Bar.  

6.1 Normal Operatiom 

In Section 6.1 of is report, DOE calculates the increase in tritium inventory in the primary 
coolant and the incremental increase in radiological release from the plant due to the design goal 
release rate from all 32 TPBARs. The design goal of less than 6.7 Ci (248 GBq) per year for a 
single TPBAR correlates to an annual tritium release to the reactor coolant system (RCS) of 214 
Ci (7.96 TBq) for all 32 rods. The staff notes that the design goal is a parameter established to 
meet specific DOE, environmntal safety and health, and occupational safety requirements.  
DOE expects that actual tritium leakage from the TPBARs will be below this value. On the basis 
of te maximum tritium inventory in the RCS for Watts Bar during Cycle 1, 0.712 pCi per g 
(26.3 Bq per kg), the impact of design goal tritium leakage from the TPBARs on the tritium 
invetory in the RCS would be a 25-percent increase. However, the staff notes that any tritium 
that is released from the TPBARs during normal operations would be distributed throughout the 
RCS, chemial and volume control system, liquid radwate system, and gaseous radwaste 
systm, and processed along with the rest of the coolant. Any release to the environment from 
pormal operations must be within the limits specified in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I.  

&2 RefIMUl Operations 

2.1 TPBAR Assembly Storage it Fe Pool or New Fel Storage 

In Section 6.2.1 of its report, DOE briefly discusses the placement of the TPBAR LTAs into 
Watts Bars new fuel storage area or spent fuel pool preceding irradiation and in the spent fuel 
pool after irrdiation. The revised DOE report states tht the LTAs with the TPBARs weigh less 
th a uel assembly containing 24 burnable poison rod assemblies (BPRAs). Therefore, DOE
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M lsthe tm t m i nimc aldysis for d fi ac ara ma bods the analysis for racks 
coii d TPBAR LTAs.  

• DOE i nort a s 150 lao ber etor iddon, he heat load ofeach LTA is le 
0w 4 kW3 W per p). Te tol heat load to spent fuel pool from all fr LTAs after 

kndlea should Iot cmIaM si ilcly tl m mound m urme iies with BPRAs and sould be 
wiii bet cqiaity ore W Vap ft B-erid pol cooling system Tte staffotesthat 

sTBARs wi not raenmin is dr a E pold l or long. The TPBAR wil be oved 
Afem rt rdel mIalies nd oW ippt sin once itEr rrI out ntage is complete. However, 
de strbelieves de inca i heat dload e i aooe l will be neglible even if the 
inated TFBARsr in i asd po2l -i T hIe saff will con thisrm 
cq arility drig its sev•ewofTVAs to de f o prating icese for atts Bar.  

6.2 Omie Tan ARm.ibry Massmas i a Kmn g 

b Section 62.2 ofits rpt, DOE s tb t d eloadin and shipping of te TPBAR LTAs will 
be aipleted in amcendan wi th dilmi iia ive policis and procedus at Watts Bar. The 
sa otes do spec oo e apcial tded fo loading or easoving TPBAR LTAs, since the 
esio and e handlig fe s of dte PBAR ae identical to thoe of conventional 

BPRAs. Cane pocedu for hudling BPRAs e applicableo TPBARs. Thbaefoe, there 
e n specidmal mcbsicd a a with de proposmed TPBAR movemuat md hindling The 

r•ioogical MIIem of bmeching r claddin of te TPBAR during move and 
HI i a dnaImmed in Section 6.33 ofdis safety evluation.  

6.2J3 OElr spmy -r DuintlPg Rel•ng 

The TPBAIRs re desinped to ave ma d effec on plant opeatiMon, inclding refueling 
opation Pureding iradiation, it may be necesay to aemble de LTAs; however. a the 
mi adiaed TPBARs me essctall 'not madioctive, they wil poduce o increae in 
apom c qUPntin.d.or m.OI tio a 

Afer iriztion tes TPBARs re epected to contain some 370000 Ci (13.7 PBq) of tritium 
(H) This i fr mone tritiun, t fr les ramioctivity, thatdm poduced by di reactor re.  
Tt itia does not pose a prticular daut becau (1) triium emts only a low-ergy (F.,
0.0186 MeV) be and (2) ib tr iitm is bound in te TPBAR. Some of dt tritium beta energy 
is conveted into x rys (brema lung) but 370,000 Ci of tritium produces le phoo energy 
dm is produced by I Ci (37 OBq) of Cs and e 'Cs radiation is much mo penetrating 
TheIsp fed removed for efuelinge coamn about a millio curies of Cs mad many oth 
Mudlis Tus, dt effct of kiimna a source of external diatioa in the reactor envirom n is 

anigible.  

Tdin i this qusity could be a poteial problem if it were released from the TPBPRs; 
bowever, te DOE repot Mstmat the rdeleae can be expected to be limited to 6.7 Ci (248 GBq) 
per rod mamally, whic conatuis a total relec mte of les than 215 Ci (7.96 TBq) per yew for
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ll the TPBPR. This quantity is consistent with the nominal amounts of tritium expected in 
preuriaed water reactor (PWR) coolant systems. The NRC licensing calculation, the GALE 
code, prdicts about 250 Ci (9.25 TBq) of tritium in the reactor coolant and tritium releases to the 
cnviroment from large PWRs averaging over 600 Ci (22.2 TBq) per year per reactor and 

nging as high as 4,000 Ci (148 TBq) per year without exceeding regulatory limits. Thus, the 
TPBARs might produce an observable but not dramatic increase in the tritium concentration in 
the spent fuel pool Increasing the tritium in the spent fuel pool could increase occupational 
exposure but, since tritium exposure is not an important contributor to occupational exposure 
(according to NRC data summarized in NUREG-0713), the increase would be expected to be 
negligible. This is consistent with the results reported in the DOE report.  

The staff concludes that the TPBARs could cause some increase in occupational radiation 
exposure. However, this increase would be negligible and would not constitute a safety, or an 
"as low as is reasonably achievable" (ALARA), concern.  

63 Offlorml Eveats 

In Section 6.3 of its report, DOE addresses a number of offnormal events, including the effects of 
TPBAR absorber relocation, cladding defects, radiological consequenses of a TPBAR cladding 
breach, inadvertent loading and operation with an LTA in an improper position in the core, and 
anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) events.  

63.1 Imacts of TPBAR Absorber Relocation 

Section 6.3.1 of DOEs report pertains to the physical form of the absorber pellets during the 
irradition cycle. As discussed in Chapter 2 of DOE's report, the absorber pellets are not 
expected to undergo densification or significant phase changes over the range of temperatures 
during Condition I, II, HI, and IV events. Therefore, relocation of the absorber pellets does not 
appear to be a concern.  

.3.2 TPBAR Claddibg Defects 

DOE states that the TPBAR cladding is made from Type 316 stainless steel material (316 SS), 
which is stronger and mor corrosion resistant than 304 SS. During manufacture, the TPBARs 
will be subjected to tests and inspections to ensure that cladding defects do not occur.  

DOE staes that ifa cladding defect does exist, the amount of contaminants released to the 
reactor coolant system (RCS) will remain below normal chemistry limits and will not degrade 
other compoents. The absorber pellets womld lose a microscopic layer of lithium to the coolant 

VCrA•Ni- I* - M.l uo-ot amd op~rad WmMlu CiadA m U 1fa of modea e•qmm•y., Co•uMMM III - MqusM hab.  
Cai vm iV -i .im h"b
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duehto lering. Theb is r los of the absorbr materials comparable 
a wt annular burnable abso. x (WABA) pellet.

to the BC leaching from

The staff conclude that DOE has presented procedures to give adequate assurance that any 
cladding defects in the 316 SS cladding will be identified during the testing and inspections. In 
te event thata laddin defct is not identified, DOE has demnosttaed that the amount of 

ntm.uin.a.s released will rmein below normal chemistry limits and will not result in 
degradation of other componens.  

6.3. Rai·tIgl Cmqmc et a TPBAR Cladding Broch 

In the event of a cladding breach, tritium would be released to the reactor coolant water. Because 
tritium is hydrogen, it tends to be retained in the water. A cladding breach in the spent fuel pool 
is possible, but less likely, and the consequences would be les severe because the lower 
temperture would result in less tritium being released (see Section 6.4.1 of this safety 
evaluation below). Experience (NUREG-2859) shows that tritium releases to the environment 
occur predominantly in liquid effluents; e.g. from normal operations at the Sequoyah nuclear 
plant in 1993, more than 90 percent of the tritium release was in liquid effluents. In evaluating 
this event, DOE postulates the complete release of the tritium from I TPBAR, about 12,000 Ci 
(444 TBq), with 20,000 gpm (= 4 x 10m L) dilution, resulting in an average concentration of 3 x 
10" Ci per liter ( 3 x 10 pCi per milliliter). This iayag concentrtion is well below the 
inltinuianl cxncntration limit established for most nuclear power plants, including Watts Bar.  
Because most liquid releases are batch releases, it would be necessary for the licensee to 
implement a control program to ensure that the inantanto concentration limit is not exceeded.  
As this is true for all releases, the TPBAR cladding failure would not impose new requirements 
on the licensee.  

The average concentration of 3 x 10' pCi per milliliter is far too high to be acceptable under the 
dose constraints related to §50.36(a) and Appendix I to Part 50. For Watts Bar, this does not 
constitute a problem because, for the dose calculations, the effective concentration is turther 
reduced by "near field dilution" of 1000 fs (= 7 x 10" L per year), resulting in an average 
oncenration of 1.7 x 10' pCi per mil'~fr. Furthermore, the only exposure modes available at 

Watts Bar are the fish, drinking water, and shoreline pathways. Tritium produces no dose by the 
shoreline pathway. The "maximmn individual" (H) dose by the fish pathway is: 

H- L.7x10 i l0.9 ) 21, 00(E 0.105 ( .V ) I (yr)= 0.034 (wern) 
\ ML {s) \y, CI 0 

For Watts Bar, there may b another factor of 10 dilution for the drinking water pathway 
(because the nearest drinkl water intake is far downstream), but at this concentraion, the 
above doe is incresed by a factor (F) of
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F- 730/(21 x 0.9)- 39 

h1 resulting total dose would be 1.35 mrem (13.5 pSv), which is less than half the dose 
criterion. (Sice tritium is distributed throughout the body, the dose calculaed is the committed 
doe quivalent and it is compaed to the nust limiting annual dose criterion from Appendix Ito 
10 CFR Pat 50, which is 3 mrem (30 pSv) to the whole body.) 

If it is assmed that 10 percent of the tritium released from the TPBAR is released to the 
tmospber the methodology of the Watts Bar offsite dose calculation manual (ODCM) for the 

breathing milk.eat, and vegetable pathways gives estimates of the dose as out 0.5 mrem (5 
pSv). This is a smll fraction of the relevant Appendix I dose criterio of 5 mrem (50 pSv) in a 
year.  

The stff concludes that Wat Bar could continue to operate and comply with the offsite dose 
criteria after a TPBAR cladding breach.  

6.3. Imadvett Lading and Operati ofl LTA in u Improper P ine 

In Section 6.3.4 of its report, DOE states that LTA loading erors are precluded by the Watts Bar 
administranve procedures that are in place to prevent fuel assembly and nabe poison 
misloading. These procedures confirm the final core configuration via video tape. TheDOE 
report stes that in the unlikly event that an LTA is loaded in the wrong location, the resulting 
power distribution will be detectable by the incore movable detector system or the core pow 
distribution perturbtion will be within the specified fuel design limits. However, it is not clear 
to the staff whether this misoading was assumed to be a limiting locatio. The purpose of this 
analysis s to verify that sloading the TPBAR LTA to a limiting location is within the limts of 
the safety analysis report. Also Chapter 3 of the DOE report discusses how the TPBARs are 
designed to mimic the reactivity charactristics of the BPRAs. Therefore, it is not clear how the 
in-core detectors would be able to distinguish the TPBARs fiun the BPRAs.  

In addition the DOE report states that the thermal-hydraulic analysis in Chapter 4 de strat 
tht the LTA would not exceed te TPBAR design limits even if it were loaded in the limiting 
fue asembly in the core. The taff is unable to concur with thse conclusions on the basis of the 
inforation presented in the DOE report. DOEs analysis in Chapter 4 is preliminary and states 
that the thrmal-hydraulic criteria e met with the TPBAR located in an assembly with a total 
powr peaing ofup to 1.42 ad with tbe TPBAR adjcent to a fuel rod with an Fe (ethalpy 
hot-chnel factor) of 165 or less. As noted in Table 4-4 of the DOE report. TPBARs have a 
sligtly higher power than the BPRAs. Therefore, placement of the TPBAR LTAs in a location 
other thn d bescried, and thus more limiting must be analyzed. The staff i concerned the 
thuTal-hydrauuc behavior of the TPBAR LTAs located i limiting posons in the core could 
increa the probbility of occurnce or the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in 
th saety analysis report, or could reduce a mrgin of safety. Therefore, on the bsis of the
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infmaon presented by DOE, the staff canot determine whether the indvertt loading and 
opeation of a LTA in o improper position in the core presents an unreviewed safety question.  
TVA must sumit iformioa evaluting the consequences of loading the LTA in the limiting 
asmembly in the cre before the staff cn deermine whether TPBAR irradiation is acceptable at 
Watts Bar.  

35 Aticiped Tram iat Wiheh t Scram (ATWS) 

in Section 6.3.5 of its report, DOE discuses the TPBAR LTA impact on ATWS events. The 
DOE report staes th• the TPBARs could ffect the reactivity assumptions of the ATWS 
analysis, alugh this effect would be minimal due to the 'Li cross-section. As stated in Chapter 
3, the TPBARs are designed to mimic the neutronic behavior of conventional BPRAs and, 
therefore, the TPBARs are not expected to affect the existing ATWS eutronics analysis. The 
staffis unable to conclude that the TPBARs will have minimal impat on the ATWS neutronics 
alysis, bed on the information presented by DOE. The staff will verify that the installation 
of the TPBAR LTAs in the Watts Bar core will not result in an unanalyzed condition with regard 
to ATWS during its review of TVA's application for an amendment to the facility operating 
licese fr Watts Bar.  

6.4 Accidets 

In its report, DOE has addressed the effects of a TPBAR on postulated accidents, including a 
TPBAR assmbly dropped during refueling radiological consequences of release of reactor 
coolant (steam generaor tube rupture or stemline break, and TPBAR damage and radiological 
cosequences during a design-basis lo-of-coolant accident 

6.4.1 IaprsC eta Drpped LTA 

In Section 6.4.1 of its report, DOE has addressed the effects of a TPBAR assembly dropped 
during refueing operations. There is no significant radioactivity in an unirradiated TPBAR. If 
a iadiated LTA were dropped, it would be under several feet of water because of the 
admini ive controls in current procedures at pressurized-water reacto (PWRs). DOE states 
uI the TPBAR ITA weighs kss than a fuel assembly with 24 BPRAs; therefore, the effect of 
dropping a TPBAR fel, racks, or oher equipment in the ractor pool or ful hanling pool is 
bounded by the existing aalysis. The DOE report implies that the coequ of such an 
accid would likely be limited to damage to the LTA, resultng in a poible breh ofthe 

ladding. If the impact damaged an irradiated LTA it would initiate or exacerbae tritium 
leakage.  

DOE estimMes t because ofe distribution ofthe tritium in the LTA, a small relea (ts of 
curii) could occur quickly, but thd the bulk of the tritium would not be released for some ae, 
giving de lic e amuple time for placing the damaged LTA in a container (pr ti firthr
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rdeeas to the mvirmea). The tritium rleaed iunnedinily would Imely be retained in the 
spent f poo waer. The addition of few te ofcuries of tritium to the spent fud pool water 
would not ave a sigmfihmc eect on doses, either ocuptionl or offsie.  

To provide a estimate ofthe oma m , the gtaff has maolymed te promto peease of 100 Ci 
(3.7 TBq) of triium to the manphr For Wats Bar, am pheric dispersion is taken as 1.8 x 
10 sO c mn. The resulting mimm individual does (H) would be: 

H= 1. x 10 1 100 (C) 3.47 x 10--- 6= 4xl0 4  (rer) 

A wodrar i the fid haIndli building might be morn highly aposd, bug on the basis of the 
stffs analysis, the dome is not expected to exceed 5 mae (50 Sv).  

On the basis of its anlysis, the staff coh s that the radiological impct of dopped LTA 
would not be significam 

6.42 Impants odDi TriOiM Leakage O P hdagleal Co equmeg e a Steam 
Gemrator TubM Raptare or Stamlm Break 

In Sectio 6.4.2 of its report, DOE addresses thee evets ad their imp on the TPBARs.  
DOE states thttbt RCS pressure ad temperatur caed by a locked rotor event e much mor 
severe than the cnditions fiam mm generator tube rupture or m -aitoemline brk evlnts.  
Thus, neither of the• events is expected to damage a TPBAR. However, normal leakage fim 
TPBARs is expected to add tritium to the primary coolat. By the end of core life, dt TPBARs 
could have added some 300 Ci (11 TBq) of tritium If all this tritium were releed to th 
imnoaphre at Watts Bar, the maximu offite dose would be about 1.2 mrem (12 pSv). The 
additia of 1.2 msm t the doses projected to occur in the event of such an acidm t from other 
radionulide would not likely cause thotal doee to exceed th de criterion in Section 6.4 of 
NUREG-O0SO (the Staudrd Review Plan) for the accidents, which is 2500 mrs (25 mSv) to 
the whole body.  

On th basis of its unalys, the saff concludesr• that de preaene of the TPBARs would not 
coaribue significantly to the radiological aco qu e of these accidens.  

64.3 Impas LTAs ki i Evnt f a LOCA 

In Sction 6.4.3 of its report, DOE dicues the poential failure of th TPBARs during design 
basis rofcoolu accident (DBLOCA) evens. DOE states th e TPBAR stresses do no
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exceed the sbses from taepalm and pim tIa odcur Aing the small-br e lok of
oolnt acciden (SBLOCA) a Waots Bar. T1defoe, th TPBAR s nom amed to fil during 

the SBLOCA at Was Bar.  

DOE ae that, for th lge-brek losf-coold acciden (LBLOCA), the imaximum c 
tempertur does exceed the TPBAR strees and could duamg e TPBARs. DOE omidenr 
the LBLOCA to be the most limitin accide with regard to poteial TPBAR faile. The staff 
hbs calcuated a upper bound estime ofthe adiological conequence of the reulting tritim 
seease by asw nng the relese of the enire inveory of 370,000 Ci (13.7 PBq) to containmne.  
Using te Wats Br pmram rse , codaimme leakage is at the rae of 025 perce per day for 2 
hous, which would result in the relase to the iemnhere of about 77 Ci (2.8 TB) of tritiunm.  
The resulting do at the exclusiom ea boundary would be about 0.3 nem (3 pSv). Although 
not zero, this dose is negligible in comparison to either the 10 CFR Part 100 dose criterion of 
25,000 eanm (250 mSv), or he dose calculd for the LBLOCA without the TPBARs, and thus 
would not cause the doe criteria to be exceded. However, because an c ineae in offite dose is 
amtiipeld, this increase in offite dose Irepess increase in the co MequCece of a accide 
previously evaluaed in the saay analysis report and, thefore this potetial inease reqr 
prior NRC appoval.  

For the LBLOCA, 10 CFR 50.46 requires ttt emergency coe cooling systes maintain the 
following: (1) peak cladding temperae to less than 2200 F (1204 C), (2) toal oxAdion of 
the cladding to less th 17 percent of the totl cladding thicness before oxidion, (3) 
maximum hydrogen enrtion t•o less thn I perce, (4) coolabie geomry, ad (5) ong-tnn 
cooling. Since i maximum desipn lmpermaae for TPBARs is 1500F (816 "C), localizd 
TPBAR cladding fie or rptur is asumed for the LBLOCA. However, the aff believes 
ht the requiremans of 10 CFR 50.46 a=r mamiimed beota of te limitedo n r ofTPBAR 

LTAs in the core. The DOE report stes that effect of TPBARs and the additional trtium on 
the combutibe gas invetory following a LOCA is negligible. In addition, the maximm stored 
ivemtoy of tritim in TPBAR LTAs is a very small faction ofthe hydrogen that would be 
released from a zirconia-wear reaction. Co qunly, TPBARs would have no signifcant 
cotribution to combutible gas in a LOCA. The tritium released to the coolant would not be 
released as a gas and, teefore, would not produce an increase in hydrogen concentratio On 
this basis, the aff has confiden the t requirements of 10 CFR 50.46 will continue to be met 
following an LBLOCA.  

6. Summary 

Durin its review of Chaoer 6 of DOEs repot, the stff has determined that becae te is an 
inase, although negligible, in offte radiological impact of LTAs in the event of a LOCA, a 
Ulien mut seek pror NRC approval for this chmp. This issue is dicued in Section 6.4.3, 
above.
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In addi , the stmffcocludes that additional aalyses must be provided conc ing imnadvrtnt 
Ioafig oad operaion of LTA in an impoper poitio discued in Section 63.4, above.  
TVA mut submit imformtio evalutting the consequeces of loding the LTA in the limiing 

mbly in the core befixe the tff can detemine whether TPBAR irradtio s acceptable at 
Was BIr.
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7 QUALITY ASSURANCE

The ffis cotrinui it review of Chpter 7 of the Deprnent of Ea s (DOE's) report to 
dmnine whether DOE's quality surace (QA) prgm controls re adequate to establish 
comfomace with he reqirements of 10 CFR Prt 50, Appendix B. Fundameta issues 
concesing the saey dsification of specif comipoetm in the tritia-producing burnable 
abso r od (TPBAR) lead test aemblies (LTAs), commercial-rde dedicatin desig 

fnm io comas. ad the adequacy of Pcific Nortwest Nationa Laborays (PNNL's) QA 
prp nsated to the design and mmlufaire of TPBARs remain unresolved 
Alhoug DOE hs not requested th NRC review mad appove PNNL's QA pla, the that 
PNNL i ideaified a maintminu primury responsibility fo design ad briatio of the 
TPBARs estlishes that n evaluatio of PNNL's QA progn will coitute an integral 
aompona of the stffs review of the TPBAR LTA progra as applied to com ial light
wter mcl . Therefoe the staffwill conduct omsi inpectio at PNNL in order to verify the 

adequte implae tiaon of 10 CFR Prt 50, Appendix B requo ets rdlaed to the design and 
fbricatio of theTPBAR.  

Bemaue the Tenemsee Valley Authoritys Watts B plant has been selected as the location for 
dte coafnatory TPBAR LTA iradiaion, TVA will need to provide TPBAR spliers (PNNL 
and de WetinShou fuls bricaton facility in Columbia South Caroln) with the 
prorna •M ls ad c r proces that will demonrate copliace with the r~•quire#ts of 
10 CFR Pt 50, Appendix B. befoe instaling these assemlie into the Watts Bar reactor ce.
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8 SECURITY OF CLASSIFIED MATTER

In Chaper of its rpot, the Department of Energy (DOE) addres transportion and physical 
security aspects of trtium-producing buable absorber rod (TPBAR) lead test assemblies 
(LTAs). DOE sttes that the TPBARs and some related docume aion necessary for utility 
uclr safety ommitt review will be classified "confidential restricted data." As classified 

matter, they require measures to prevent diversion of uauthrized access to, and disclosure of 
classified information.  

l1 Transportatio of Clasifed Hardware 

DOE states that the TPBARs will be brought to the site by a DOE-approved carrier that meets 
Department of Transportation requiremns for shipmnt of nuclear fuel. Once inside the 
proaeed area, movemet of TPBARs will be monitored by personne who have DOE 
clearances. While the TPBAR LTAs are stored in the new fuel storage racks or in the fuel pool, 
a suitable level of protection will be provided.  

8.2 Comtrol of Clasifed Documents and Hardware 

Because the TPBAR hardware and certain of the ocmentation are classified, licensees 
undertaking irradiation of TPBAR LTAs will have to meet the requirments for access to 
oafidetiald restricted daa specified in 10 CFR Pats 25 and 95, and Section 50.37. By letter 

dated Octobar 4,1996, DOE advised the staff that a limited number of licensee employees at 
Westinghoue Nuclear Fuels and at the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) needed access 
amuhorizaion in order for them to perform their responsibilities in support of the DOE 
Commcial Light-Water Reactor (CLWR) Project DOE proposed that it perform the necessary 
personnel secu ity clearance function and process a limited number of "L" and "Q" access 
aumoi•ations for these licensee employees. By letter dated November 1, 1996, the staff agreed 
with DOE's proposal and stted that no additional NRC clearnce is required to satisfy the 
equirements of 10 CFR 50.37 and 54.17(g). This is consistent with the memorandum of 

derstanding between the NRC and DOE, dated Sepember 19,1996, concerning provisions of 
the National Industrial Security Program.  

DOE Ia sated that no classified documents reted to the TPBARs will be maintained on site at 
Wats Bar or at TVA headquaters A readig room is being maintined at Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory so that individuals with a "need to know" will have access to the classified 
documa nt associted with the CLWR Program.  

With regard to the facility (security) clearance (FCL), following discussions between DOE 
Omce of Safeguards and Security and the NRC Division of Facilities and Security, the staff and
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DOE have greed to allow DOE to perform the "cognizant security agency responsibilities 
applicble to the protection of classified matter at NRC-licensed facilities involved with the 
TPBAR LTA irradiation. These faciliti include the Westinghouse fuels facility at Columbia, 
Industrial Security Program," dated September 19,1996.) In its letter dated April 18, 1997, the 
staff sumnarizmd the agreement and stated hat DOE would have authority over the FCL at the 
Westinghouse, Columbia and Watts Bar facilities during the LTA irradiation phase of DOEs 
program for the production of tritium in CLWRs. As agreed, DOE will provide the NRC with 
South Carolina, and TVA's Watts Bar plant (The functions of the "cognizant security agency" 
are delineated in the "Memorandum of Understanding Between the Department of Energy and 
the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission Under the Provisions of the National copies 
of the DOE-approved security plans for these facilities, invite NRC to participate in facility 
security reviews, and keep the NRC Division of Facilities and Security fully and currenty 
apprised of security and classification matters at these facilities. The letter also informed DOE 
that the agreement and the decision regarding future overall security responsibility for this 
program will be re-evaluated following completion of the LTA irradiation phase.
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9 REGULATORY ANALYSIS

The provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 allow operating license holders to make changes to their facility 
as decribed in the fility satty analysis report (SAR) to implement changes to facility 
procedures described in the SAR, and to conduct tests or experiments not described in the SAR 
witout prior NRC approval if the change, test, or experiment does not involve a change to the 
Technical Spcfications (TS) and does not involve an unreviewed safety question. A proposed 
chne, test, or experiment involves an unreviewed safety question (1) if it increases the 
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the SAR, 
(2) if it creates the pssibility for an accident of a different type from any evaluated previously, 
or (3) if it reduces a margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any technical specificainL 

Became the Deparment of Energy (DOE) has announced the selection of the Tennessee Valley 
Au rity's (TVA's) Watts Bar plant as the facility at which the one-time confimnory test of 
coponens that could be used in the production of tritium will be conducted, the staff sifed the 
focus of its review to evaluate the proposed tritium-producing burnable absorber rod (TPBAR) 
lead test assembly (LTA) iradiation at Watts Bar.  

9.1 Effect on PIlat Techical Specifications 

In Section 9.1 of its revised report, DOE states that no provisions of the Watts Bar TS were 
viewed as prohibiting ie irradiation of a limited number of LTAs containing TPBARs. DOE 
maics that the Watts Bar TS tided "Design Features - Reactor Comr" allows a limited number of 
LTAs to be placed in nonlimiting regions of the core. DOE also states that operation of the 
Watts Bar reload core with TPBAR LTAs will be within the core design limits of the TS titled 
"Power Distribution Limits" for Watts Bar.  

The staffhas reviewed the Watts Bar TS and concludes that nothing in the TS specifically 
prohibits operation of the facility with TPBAR LTAs in the core. Threfore, no changes to the 
Watts Bar TS are required. However, as noted in Section 9.3, below, an amendment to the 
facility operating license will be required because irradiation of LTAs containing TPBARs 
requires NRC review and approval.  

92 Effect o Plant Final Safety Analyis Report 

The confirmatory test of irradiating a limited number of TPBAR LTAs in the Watts Bar reactor 
will require revisions to the Watts Bar SAR. Also, TVA and Westinghous, as part of the reload 
safety analysis for Watts Bar, must verify that operation within existing core design limits can be 
accomplid with the TPBAR LTAs installed in the core.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Some chang to the SAR sections dealing with radiological consequences will be necessary.  
Atbough the radiological impcts ofTPBAR irradiation are small, te ch in the dose due to 
the TPBAR are not o and must be described.  

In addition, the stff hs identified a number of isiues for which TVA will have to provide 
additional infomation in its SAR for Watts Bar in order to support a request for an amedment 
to the faclity operating cense that would allow the staff to detrmine that TPBAR LTA 
irrdiaian is acceptable at that facility. These issues are summarized in Section 10.2 of this 
safety evaluation.  

9.3 Licesi•g Impact 

The staff has identified issues requiring prior NRC review and approval. Therefore, the 
provisions of 10 CFR 50.59, allowing certain actions by licensees without prior NRC approval, 
do not apply. The staff concludes that TVA must submit a request for an amendment to the 
facility operatin license for Watts Bar and reeive NRC approval before inseting TPBAR 
LTAs into the Watts Bar reactor core.
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10 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The staff has reviewed the Department of Energs (DOE's) report ad supporting informtion 
coaceing the tritium-producing burnable absorber rod (TPBAR) lead test assembly (LTA).  
Many technical issues have been satisfactorily addressed in the DOE report, as documented in 
this safty evaluation.  

During its review, the staff identified an issue that requires fither NRC review. Therefore, the 
staffdoes not concur with DOEs position that a limited number of .TAs containing TPBARs 
can be iradiatd in a commercial light-water reactor (CLWR) under the provisions of 10 CFR 
Part 50.59, without prior NRC approval. The staff also needs additional information on several 
ais s before it can determine whether additional unreviewed safety questions are involved.  

On Februay 7,1997, DOE announced the selection of the Tennessee Valley Authority's (TVAs) 
Wats Bar plant as the facility that will conduct the one-time confirmoy test ofcomponts 
that could be used in the production of tritium. Accordingly, the staff shifted the focus of its 
review to evaluate the proposed TPBAR LTA iradiation at Watts Bar.  

The staff concludes that should TVA wish to irrdiate LTAs containing TPBARs at the Watts 
Bar fcility, it must first submit an application for an amendment to the facility operating lice 
for Was Bar to permit such irradiation.  

10.1 Iasm Requiring Further NRC Review 

During its review, the staffhas identified an issue involving the offsite radiological impact of 
LTAs in the event of a design basis loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) that requires further NRC 
review. This issue is discussed in Section 6.4.3 of this safety evaluation.  

Because the staff has identified an issue requiring further NRC review during its review of 
DOEs proposal to conduct the confirmatory test ofiradiating TPBAR LTAs in a CLWR, TVA 
must submit an application for an amendment to its facility operating license for Watts Br 
before inserting TPBAR LTAs into the reactor core.  

10.2 Imses Requirrig Additionm Analysis 

The staff has identified a number of areas in which TVA will have to supplement the information 
in the DOE report before the staff can determine whether the proposed irradiation is acceptable at 
Watts Bar. These are listed below, along with the section(s) of this safety evaluation in which 
each is discussed.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

(1) use of the 1995 edition of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler 
and Pressure Veel Code (2.2.1) 

(2) ue of American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard A 771 for the 
purchase of the cladding (2.1) 

(3) effects of termal cycling on TPBAR components and quality standards to address them 
(22.1,5.1) 

(4) metl-mal interactions occurring during a LOCA, including temperture limits and 
failure mechanism that result from them (2.2.1, 5.1) 

(5) demonstratio thet MATHCAD model is conservtive (2.2.5) 

(6) comparison of reactivity characteristics of the TPBAR to burable poison rod assemblies 
(3.1) 

(7) Cycle-2 reload analysis (3) 

(8) anaysis of the 400-mil pllet gap (3.2) 

(9) maximum negative worth of TPBAR LTA (3.3) 

(10) benchmarking of PHOENIX-L code (3.4) 

(11) thermal-hydraulic analysis for Cycle-2 (4.1, 4.2) 

(12) weld qualiiion procedure (5.3.1) 

(13) nondestructive testing techniques and applicble standards (5.4) 

(14) inadvertent loading and operation of an LTA in an improper position (6.3.4) 

(15) quality-assurance program (7) 

TVA must present additional information and analyses in these areas in its safety analysis 
accompanying the application for amendment to the facility operating license for Watts Bar.
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APPENDIX A

CHRONOLOGY OF CORRESPONDENCE 

This appendix contains a chronological listing of correspondence between the NRC and DOE 
and other corespondence related to DOE's program for the production of tritium in commercial 
light-water reactors. All documents, with the exception of certain enclosures to correspondence 
marked with an asterisk () (denoting "confidential restricted data") have been placed in the 
Commission's Public Document Room the Gelman Building, 2120 L Street, NW., Washington, 
D.C., under Project No. 697.

March 15, 1996 

April 19,1996 

May 22, 1996 

July 16, 1996 

August 26,1996 

September 30, 1996 

October 3, 1996 

October 4, 1996

SECY-96-058, "Memorandum of Understanding Between the 
Department of Energy and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission." 

Staffrequirements memorandum related to SECY-96-058, 
"Memorandum of Understanding Between the Department of 
Energy and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission." 

"Memorandum of Understanding Between the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission and the Department of Energy." 

Letter from D. B. Matthews, NRC, to S. M. Sohinki, DOE, 
requesting use of Project No. 697 on all correspondence related to 
DOE's program for the CLWR production of tritium.  

Letter from G. C. Sorensen, PNNL, to J. H. Wilson, NRC, 
transmitting white paper on stress corrosion cracking in 316 
stainless steel cladding for PWR tritium-producing burnable 
absorber rods.  

Reimbursible agreement between NRC and DOE for NRC review 
related to DOE's tritium program.  

SECY-96-212, "Review of Department of Energy's Proposal for 
Tritium Production in Commercial Light-Water Reactors." 

Letter from S. M. Sohinki, DOE to T. M. Martin, NRC, regarding 
DOE clearances for NRC licensees supporting Tritium Program, 
Project No. 697.
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November 1, 1996 

November 21, 1996* 

December 4, 1996* 

December 4, 1996 

December 10, 1996 

December 10, 1996 

December 16, 1996 

December 23, 1996 

January 3, 1997 

January 13, 1997

Letter from T. M. Martin, NRC, to S. M. Sohinki, DOE, 
concerning DOE clearances for NRC licensees supporting tritium 
program.  
Letter from S. M. Sohinki, DOE, to Document Control Desk, 
submitting draft classified report on tritium-producing burnable 
absorber rod lead test assembly.  

Letter from S. M. Sohinki, DOE, to Document Control Desk, 
submitting classified version of tritium-producing burnable 
absorber rod lead test assembly topical report (supersedes draft 
report submitted on November 21, 1996).  

Letter from S. M. Sohinki, DOE, to Document Control Desk, 
submitting unclassified version of tritium-producing burnable 
absorber rod lead test assembly topical report.  

Staff requirements memorandum related to SECY-96-212, 
"Review of Department of Energy's Proposal for Tritium 
Production in Commercial Light-Water Reactors." 

Letter from S. M. Sohinki, DOE, to Document Control Desk, 
providing correction to tritium-producing burnable absorber rod 
lead test assembly topical report (unclassiified version).  

Letter from R. J. Guenther, PNNL, to S. M. Matthews, NRC, 
prioritizing the importance of components in tritium-producing 
burnable absorber rods.  

Federal Register Notice 61 FR 67584, "Notice of Receipt of DOE 
Topical Report on Tritium Producing Burnable Poison Rod Lead 
Test Assemblies".  

Letter from T. M. Martin, NRC, to S. M. Sohinki, DOE, 
transmitting the staffs request for additional information regarding 
DOE's report on the tritium-producing burnable absorber rod lead 
test assembly.  

Letter from T. M. Martin, NRC, to S. M. Sohinki, DOE, 
transmitting the staffs supplemental request for additional 
information regarding DOE's report on the tritium-producing 
burnable absorber rod lead test assembly.
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January 21, 1997 

January 24, 1997 

January 25, 1997 

January 27,1997 

February 4, 1997 

February 5,1997 

February 7, 1997 

February 13,1997 

February 14,1997 

February 24, 1997

Notice of public meeting on January 22,1997, with DOE to 
discuss response to staffs requests for additional informuon 
concerning DOE's report on tritium-producing burnable absorber 
rod lead test assemblies.  

Summary of public meeting held on January 22,1997, to discuss 
response to staffs requests for additional information regarding 
DOE's report on tritium-producing burnable absorber rod lead test 
assemblies.  

Letter from C. G. Frazier, DOE, to T. M. Martin, NRC, regarding 
draft request for proposal DE-RP02-97DP00414 for the 
commercial light-water reactor production of tritium.  

Federal Register Notice 62 FR 3925, "Notice of Public Meeting on 
DOE's Proposal to Produce Tritium in Commercial Light-Water 
Reactors." 

Letter from T. M. Martin, NRC, to S. M. Sohinki, DOE, 
transmitting guidance on benchmarking the VIPRE code to 
validate the implementation and user application of changes to 
accommodate the use of lithium burnable poison rods for the 
production of tritium.  

Notice of public meeting with DOE on February 25, 1997, to 
provide the opportunity for public comment on DOE's program for 
the CLWR productioa of tritium.  

Letter from S. M. Sohinki, DOE, to Document Control Desk, 
submitting additional information regarding the tritium-producing 
burnable absorber rod lead test assembly report.  

Letter from T. M. Martin, NRC, to S. M. Sohinki. DOE, 
transmitting NRC staffs position on quality assurance 
requirements for tritium-producing burnable absorber rods.  

Letter from S. M. Sohinki, DOE, to Document Control Desk, 
transmitting supplemental information regarding the tritium
producing burnable absorber rod lead test assembly report.  

Letter from T. M. Martin, NRC, to S. M. Sohinki, DOE, 
transmitting supplemental guidance on benchmarking the VIPRE
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February 28, 1997 

March 3, 1997* 

March 5, 1997 

March 7, 1997 

March 12, 1997 

March 17, 1997 

March 17, 1997 

March 18, 1997 

April 3, 1997 

April 9, 1997

code to validate the implementation and user application of 
changes to accommodate the use of lithium burnable poison rods 
for the production of tritium.  

Summary of February 25, 1997, public meeting on DOE's Program 
to Produce Tritium in Commercial Light-Water Reactors 
(including meeting transcript).  

Letter from S. M. Sohinki, DOE, to Document Control Desk, 
submitting Revision I to the classified and proprietary version of 
the Lead Test Assembly Evaluation Report.  

Letter from T. M. Martin, NRC, to S. M. Sohinki, DOE, 
concerning facilities security clearance at NRC-licensed facilities 
participating in DOE's program for tritium production.  
Letter from S. M. Sohinki, DOE, to Document Control Desk, 
transmitting revised maponses to NRC requests for additional 
information and informational copy of PNNL project QA plan.  

Letter from S. M. Sohinki, DOE, to Document Control Desk, 
transmitting requested information on failure modes and effects 
analysis and modifications made to the PHOENIX-P computer 
software.  
Letter from S. M. Sohinki, DOE, to Document Control Desk, 
regarding response tc NRC staff request for additional information 
on commercial light-water reactor lead test assembly report.  

Letter from S. M. Sohinki, DOE, to Document Control Desk, 
submitting commercial light-water reactor lead test assembly 
unclassified technical report, Revision 1.  

Letter from S. M. Sohinki, DOE, to Document Control Desk, 
regarding lead test assembly safeguards and security information.  

Letter from S. M. Sohinki, DOE, to Document Control Desk, 
requesting NRC inspection of commercial light-water reactor 
program lead test assembly activities.  

Letter from T. M. Martin, NRC, to S. M. Sohinki, DOE, 
transmitting ACRS scoping assessment of potential unreviewed 
safety questions associated with materials interactions for TPBAR 
LTAs.
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April 17, 1997 

April 21 1997 

April 21, 1997

Letter from D. B. Matthews, NRC, to S. M. Sohinki, DOE, 
announcing inspection of procurement and fabrication activities at 
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory for the fabrication of 
TPBAR LTAs.  

letter from T. M. Martin, NRC, to S. M. Sohinki, DOE, 
transmitting a discussion of DOE's quality assurance progam for 
tritium-producing burnable absorber rod lead test assemblies.  

Letter from T. M. Martin, NRC, to S. M. Sohinki, DOE, 
concerning facilities security clearance at NRC-licensed facilities 
participating in LTA phase of DOE's program for tritium 
production.
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Same as above 

Project No. 697 

It ANTR pAC mor or N 

The NRC staff has reviewed a report, submitted by DOE to determine whether the use ,f a commercial light-water 
reactor (CLWR) to irradiate a limited number of tritium-producing burnable absorber rods (TPBARs) in !cad test 
assemblies (LTAs) raises generic issues involving an unreviewed safety question. The staff has prepared this safety 
evaluation to address the acceptability of these LTAs in accordance with the provision of 10 CFR 50.59 without 
NRC licensing action.  

As summarized in Section 10 of this safety evaluation, the staff has identified issues that require NRC review. The 
staff has also identified a number of areas in which an individual licensee undertaking irradiation of TPBAR LTAs 
will have to supplement the information in the DOE report before the staff can determine whether the proposed 
irradiation is acceptable at a particular facility.  

The staff concludes that a licensee undertaking irradiation of TPBAR LTAs in a CLWR will have to submit an 
application for amendment to its facility operating license before inscrtiig the LTAs into the reactor.  

I W Im DMItCNPT I (LM irds • ptm re sm rM0 m Ocing v• ip) I AVALAUTY STATENT 

Unlimited 

amendment to facility operating license i mwM cLAnSuICA 

commercial light-water reactor (CLWR) (T•crl , 
Department of Energy Unclassified 
irradiation IT .•,,) 
lead test assembly (LTA) Unclassified 
tritium itNUMA OF P 
tritium-producing burnable absorber rod (TPBAR) 
10 CFR 50.59 
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